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Abstract. The analysis of fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy
�FLIM� data under complex biological conditions can be challenging.
Particularly, the presence of short-lived autofluorescent aggregates
can confound lifetime measurements in fluorescence energy transfer
�FRET� experiments, where it can become confused with the signal
from exogenous fluorophores. Here we report two techniques that can
be used to discriminate the contribution of autofluorescence from ex-
ogenous fluorphores in FLIM. We apply the techniques to transgenic
mice that natively express yellow fluorescence protein �YFP� in a sub-
set of cortical neurons and to histological slices of aged human brain
tissue, where we study the misfolding of intracellular tau protein in
the form of neurofibrillary tangles. © 2008 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumenta-
tion Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2837169�
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Introduction

ecent technological developments have led to somewhat of a
enaissance in the field of fluorescence lifetime imaging mi-
roscopy �FLIM�.1 New probes and labeling techniques,2 to-
ether with new lasers, particularly for near-infrared multi-
hoton imaging,3–7 and the introduction of inexpensive PCI
ard-based time-correlated single photon counting �TCSPC�
oards8 has led to revived interest in time-domain micros-
opy.

Many studies have been reported that focus on the imaging
f molecular interactions9,10 and protein conformation11,12 in
oth live and fixed cells, as well as fixed human and animal
ections. Despite this, some confusion persists in the analysis
f data and interpretation of the results. Biexponential fits of
ifetime decay curves can provide ambiguous results, with

ultiple combinations of parameters satisfying the conditions
or a “good fit” equally well. Most frequently, cross talk can
ccur between the measurement of fluorescence energy trans-
er �FRET� efficiency, which can be used as a proxy for
onor-acceptor distance and the number of interacting mol-
cules, which is dependent on the relative amplitudes of the

ddress all correspondence to Bradley Hyman, Massachusetts General Hospi-
al, MassGeneral Institute for Neurodegenerative Disorders, Harvard Medical
chool - 114 16th Street, Charlestown, MA 02129; Tel: �617�726-1728; Fax:

617�724-1480; E-mail: bhyman@partners.org
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fluorescent decay components.13 As a result, it is frequently
necessary to fix the lifetime of one or more components of the
decay profile, thereby making an assumption about the homo-
geneity of the lifetime distribution and number of decay con-
stants present. In addition, the presence of endogenous autof-
luorescence �AF� like lipofuscin14 and even photoconverted
fluorophores15 can lead to a short-lived background AF. It is
important to be careful in the use of control experiments to be
certain that observed short lifetimes are not the result of these
confounds.

Other techniques have been proposed for the modeling of
autofluorescence data. The use of the stretched
exponential13,16 and Laguerre deconvolution17,18 are both
powerful techniques for the inspection of tissue AF, which in
of itself can yield useful information. Here, we limit ourselves
to the characterization of exogenous fluorophores in the pres-
ence of AF, for the purpose of establishing FRET between
interacting proteins. Although time-domain microscopy of AF
can yield useful insight, for our experiments AF becomes a
confound.

In this study, we introduce two methods for discriminating
AF signals from exogenous fluorophores in FLIM micros-
copy: multiple Gaussian for lifetime evaluation �MUGLE�
and goodness-of-fit filtering. The fitting of experimental data
1083-3668/2008/13�1�/014008/8/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
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o Gaussians is an approach that is widely used in science19

ut has never been applied to FLIM data. Both methods take
lready analyzed data as input and rely on the spatial hetero-
eneities of the fitting parameters to better quantify results.
e apply these techniques first to yellow fluorescence protein

YFP� transgenic mice that natively express YFP in a subset
f cortical neurons, and extract the lifetime of YFP in the
resence of background AF in the neuron. Green fluorescence
rotein �GFP� and its spectral variants, including YFP, have
een used for applications as diverse as imaging protein in-
eractions between fusion proteins6 and the labeling of spe-
ific organelles using targeted fusion proteins.20 The accurate
etermination of lifetime using FLIM in the presence of back-
round AF opens up a myriad of possibilities to study changes
n protein conformation or protein interactions in a variety of
isease processes in tissue slices and eventually in intact ani-
al. MUGLE is a general technique for characterizing and

patially segmenting lifetime distributions. As such, MUGLE
as many potential applications. It could be applied whenever
ultiple lifetimes are present within a sample but are spatially

egregated, for example in FRET experiments with samples
hat have heterogeneous FRET efficiencies.

In a second application, we studied aged human brain
amples, which are well known to contain very high levels of
onfounding autofluorescent substances.21 This high back-
round has previously precluded use of FLIM-FRET ap-
roaches to the study of, for example, protein conformational
hanges thought to underlie human neurodegenerative dis-
ases. We now study intracellular tau protein containing neu-
ofibrillary tangles, which are an important pathological hall-
ark of Alzheimer disease �AD�. While tau protein in tangles

s known to be misfolded, no in-situ technique sensitive to
onformation �and from specific antibodies� is available to
tudy its tertiary structure. We apply our techniques to the
tudy of tau pathology by double immunolabeling tau protein,
o directly test a hypothesis about the conformational change
hat occurs when soluble tau aggregates in the cell body to
orm a neurofibrillary tangle.

Materials and Methods
.1 Yellow Fluorescence Protein Transgenic Mice
ransgenic mice �B6.Cg-Tg�Thy1-YFPH�2Jrs/J� were used

hat express YFP in a subset of cortical neurons �Jackson
aboratory, Bar Harbor, Maine�.22 Mice received an overdose
f avertin �400 mg /kg, i.p.�, then were perfused with phos-
hate buffered saline �PBS� followed by 4% paraformalde-
yde. Brains were removed and stored in 4%
araformaldehyde/ 15% glycerol solution. Prior to use, the
rain was sliced �50 �m� and several cortical slices were
ounted with PBS on a slide. The sections were then visually

nspected with wide-field microscopy to locate areas contain-
ng neurons with YFP expression that were also heavily con-
ounded with AF. FLIM images were taken using our previ-
usly described FLIM microscope.6 All animal work
onformed to National Institutes of Health �NIH� and institu-
ional guidelines.

.2 Immunostaining
ections �50 �m� of temporal lobe from Alzheimer patients

n=3� �Alzheimer’s Disease Research Center �ADRC�� were

ournal of Biomedical Optics 014008-
immunolabeled with N-tau, an N-terminal binding antibody
�1:100, courtesy of Lee, University of Pennsylvania School of
Medicine, aa 2-13� and Alz50, a conformation-dependent an-
tibody binding to N-terminal plus microtubule binding do-
main �MTB� �1:50; courtesy of Davies, Albert Einstein Col-
lege of Medicine, aa 7-9, 312-342�. N-tau was labeled with a
secondary goat anti-rabbit antibody conjugated to Alexafluor
488 �A488� �1:100, Invitrogen� and Alz50 with a secondary
goat anti-mouse IgM antibody conjugated to cyanine 3 �Cy3�
�1:200, Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, Pennsylva-
nia�. Negative controls included those labeled with donor
alone and sections incubated only in blocking buffer. Positive
controls made use of a tertiary donkey anti-goat antibody that
place Cy3 directly apposed to A488 to ensure FRET.

2.3 Multiple Gaussian Fitting for Lifetime Evaluation
The commercial multiphoton microscope with FLIM used
here has been previously described.6 FLIM images were origi-
nally analyzed using SPCImage V2.8 �Becker and Hickl
GmbH�. Matrices of amplitude �A� and lifetime ��� from ei-
ther mono or biexponential fits were exported as ASCII files
and postprocessed using MUGLE.

The general method of fitting Gaussian curves to experi-
mental data is widely used in many fields of science but has
not been applied to FLIM, so we have included a short dis-
cussion of the principle here. In the case of multiple sources
of random error of arbitrary distribution, the central limit
theorem shows that the probability distribution will tend to-
ward Gaussian,23

P��� =
1

��2�
exp�−

�� − �m�2

2�2 � , �1�

where P represents the probability density function with re-
spect to a given value ���, � is the standard deviation of the
distribution, and �m is the mean value. Considering the case
where there are several discrete mean lifetimes, each with
associated distributions that may overlap, a histogram of the
lifetimes across all pixels would have the form,

B��� = �
n=1

Ndistributions

Bn exp�−
�� − �n�2

2�n
2 � , �2�

where B��� is the intensity weighted sum of pixels of lifetime
����, and �� is half the bin width. By fitting the histogram
of the intensity weighted lifetimes to this function, it is pos-
sible to recover �n and �n for distributions of multiple Gaus-
sians. The product Bn�n is proportional to the brightness of
each component distribution and can therefore be used to cal-
culate the fraction of the molecules that are responsible for a
particular distribution. Further, it is possible to assign any
given pixel to one particular distribution based on which is the
most probable, according to the probability density functions
�Eq. �1��. The resulting segmentation can be exploited to cal-
culate the percentage of interacting molecules in the region
where the lifetime of interest is observed. It is important to
note that this method is dissimilar to methods like the maxi-
mum entropy method, which fits a distribution of lifetimes to
a single decay curve by making use of regularization.24,25 In-

stead, we fit a Gaussian to the distribution of fit results across

January/February 2008 � Vol. 13�1�2
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ixels. Therefore, the size of the sample space for the Gauss-
an fit is the number of pixels in each sample, not the number
f samples analyzed.

The method of fitting was 1-R2 minimization, where R2 is
he goodness-of-fit measure,19 using a direct Nelder-Mead26

ethod �Matlab function “fminsearch”�. The user must input
nitial values for the centroid and �.

.4 Goodness-of-Fit-Based Filtering
UGLE helps separate multiple lifetime peaks that appear in

he same distribution, but cannot strictly show whether the
eak is due to the fluorophore or AF. To this end, a second
ethod of eliminating AF was developed based on filtering by

he goodness-of-fit parameter ��r
2�. Tissue AF has been shown

o conform to a stretched exponential function better than a
imple exponential.27 We therefore hypothesize that AF in tis-
ue might be identifiable by higher values of �r

2 than fluores-
ent dyes or fluorescent proteins, when tissue is fit with a
ono-exponential decay. The use of the mono- rather than

ouble-exponential decay, even for filtering samples that are
xpected to FRET, was used to maximize contrast between
F perturbed pixels and nonperturbed pixels. Due to the fact

hat multiexponential fitting is illposed in nature, a biexponen-
ial fit may well give a misleadingly low �r

2. By setting a
utoff in goodness of fit, poorly fit pixels were discarded prior
o analysis. Masks were applied to the matrices of A1 and A2,
here the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the shorter and longer

omponents of the biexponential fit, and a value for percent-
ge signal from the shorter lifetime component �A1% � gives a
alue for the apparent fraction of interacting molecules.13

Results
.1 Characterization of Lifetime Broadening
o get a sense of the variance expected from a number of

ig. 1 Numerical simulations to explore lifetime broadening and the
urves with added Poisson noise were fitted �n=10,000� for a range
ifetime broadening ��� decreases. Experiments to empirically determi
oticeable instrument broadening response, with data from ex-vivo
imulated data sets with a distribution such that one Gaussian was ce
o 3� were fit with biGaussian distributions, �n=10,000� datasets per
hat recovery of original central values is possible when averaged o
/�	2. �c� A Kolmogorov-Smirnov �KS� analysis shows the average
resence of multiple lifetimes for a range of type 1 error rates ���. On

or data with a similar number of pixels to that obtained using our in
ixels with the same nominal lifetime, simulated data of

ournal of Biomedical Optics 014008-
mono-exponential decays at values of peak photon count �A0�
ranging from 1e0 to 1e5 and with �=2600, with randomly
generated Poisson noise �n=10,000 per level of A0�, was fit.
The � in fitted values of � �Fig. 1�a�� show that as signal to
noise increases, the expected � decreases. At an average peak
count of 1e2, � of 44 ps would be expected if Poisson noise
were the only source of error. � falls to 14 ps at 1e3 counts
and 4 ps at 1e4 counts.

A slide with 10 �L of Alexafluor 488 gt�ms was imaged
three times under the FLIM microscope. The length of time of
the image acquisition was selected by trial and error to result
in a range of peak counts similar those generally observed
during our experiments. At an average A0=442, �=44 ps, at
A0=878, �=34 ps, at A0=1798, �=25 ps �data not shown�.
The interpixel variance is unsurprisingly higher than that pre-
dicted by pure Poisson noise. These data show a notable but
comparatively small instrument-induced lifetime broadening.
Despite the moderate interpixel broadening, the variance in
lifetime between the averaged values for the three datasets is
small ��=2665�10 ps�.

To give some sense of the ability of multiple Gaussian fits
to distinguish between peaks in the lifetime distribution that
are close together, we conducted further numerical simula-
tions. A series of bimodal distributions �1000 randomly gen-
erated values per distribution, to match the approximate num-
ber of usable pixels in a typical FLIM experiment in our
laboratory� were simulated with unit width and with the cen-
troids being separated by a range of values between 0 and 3
standard deviations �n=1000 distributions per level of sepa-
ration�. The means and standard deviations �Fig. 1�b�� of the
fitted results show good separation of the two peaks and ac-
curate average values above S /�=1, where the error bars no
longer overlap. The error in the fitted peaks �� f�	 �0.6�,
above S /�	2, � f 	 �0.2�. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov �KS�
analysis shows that we can prove that a given distribution is

ility of bi-Gaussian distributions. Simulated single exponential decay
k photon counts from �a� 1e1-1e5. As signal to noise increases, the
broadening of Alexafluor 488 due to the instrument show a small but
ith single exogenous fluorophores being broader still �not shown�.

with zero mean and another at some separation �S /�� ranging from 0
tion. �b� The mean and standard deviations of the fitted results show
ltiple samples. The uncertainty in recovered values is larger below
al power with respect to S /�, at which the KS test is sensitive to the
ge, statistical significance �for �=0.05� would be achieved at 2.38�,
t.
separab
of pea

ne the
slices w
ntered
separa
ver mu
statistic

avera
strumen
not a monomodal Gaussian �with �=0.05� above S /�=Sc
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2.38 �Fig. 1�c��. Although below this level of separation of
aussians the KS test becomes less sensitive to detecting the
resence of multiple Gaussians, it is clear from Fig. 1�b� that
e can recover Gaussians well if the separation is more than
standard deviation or so. These data taken together urge

aution when analyzing overlapping peaks, although if we can
e confident that two peaks do indeed exist, they can be re-
overed. Also, the broader error bars below S /�	2 suggest
hat for overlapping distributions, more samples may be re-
uired than for well-separated distributions to achieve specific
xperimental aims.

.2 Isolation of Yellow Fluorescence Protein
Fluorescence from Background
Autofluorescence in a Cortical Section

two-photon FLIM image of a cortical section from a YFP
ouse was taken �Fig. 2�. These mice overexpress YFP in a

ig. 2 A two-photon FLIM image of a cortical section from an
PPswe/PS1d9xYFP mouse. YFP is expressed in a subset of cortical
eurons that are thereby fluorescently labeled. �a� and �b� The two-
hoton intensity and lifetime image show both YFP labeled neurons
nd clumps of lipofuscin autofluorescence. �c� A histogram of the
ifetime distribution shows two distinct peaks, which correspond to
he two fluorophores. By fitting the distribution with two Gaussians,
he two peaks can be independently measured giving the mean and
tandard deviations for each peak. In addition, the background of
ifetimes that apparently belong to neither Gaussian are automatically
iscarded. �d� Segmentation of the lifetime image using 3� as the
utoff confirms that the shorter lifetime originates from the autofluo-
escence, as confirmed via visual inspection with wide-field micros-
opy �not shown�, and the longer one is a result of the YFP. �e� The
egmentation provided by this technique can be used to make a mask
nd show the parts of the original intensity image that correspond to
he YFP.
ubset of cortical neurons. The data were fit pixel-wise with a

ournal of Biomedical Optics 014008-
mono-exponential function. As is often the case, significant
background AF with a broad spectrum of lifetimes was ob-
served in addition to the fluorescent protein of interest �Fig.
2�b��. A histogram of the lifetimes with multi-Gaussian fit
�Fig. 2�c�� shows that a biGaussian model gives a reasonable
fit �R2=0.8� to the lifetime distribution. Segmentation of the
image shows the locations of the YFP labeled neurons and AF
�Fig. 2�d��. There are a significant number of pixels with life-
times between the two major peaks. This type of poorly de-
fined lifetime distribution is common when dealing with AF,
and may be the result of inhomogeneous levels of aggregation
of the autofluorescent protein or a partial volume effect. As
can be seen from the histogram �Fig. 2�c��, fitting to Gaussian
distributions minimizes the effect of this confound. The re-
sults of the segmentation can then be used to discard all signal
that is not due to the GFP fluorescence �Fig. 2�e��. The effect
of AF on average measured lifetimes of FPs or exogenous
fluorophores is a serious confound in FLIM studies. The use
of MUGLE to isolate the protein of interest may help mitigate
the confound of AF. Applying these methods leads to a sub-
stantial improvement in isolating the fluorescence signal spe-
cific to YFP, improving signal to noise and image quality �Fig.
2�. We also note that the YFP peak is broader than our A488
measurement. If we assume that both A488 and YFP have
monoexponential decay profiles, we might take the increase in
distribution width to be indicative of further lifetime broaden-
ing, for example by heterogeneous cellular environment.
Variations in pH or oxygen concentration would be an ex-
ample.

3.3 Separating a Fluorescence Energy Transfer
Lifetime when it Overlaps with
Autofluorescence in Human Tissue

In some cases, particularly when a FRET interaction is taking

Fig. 3 �a� A neurofibrillary tangle in a neuron, immunolabeled with
A488 �N-term� and Cy3. �b� The Lifetime image, prior to photobleach-
ing, shows a suspected area of autofluorescence �white arrow�. �c�
MUGLE analysis shows two clear and distinct peaks at 455±93 ps
and 882±146 ps. To validate that the shorter peak represents autof-
luorescence and the longer one FRET, the acceptor was pho-
tobleached to eliminate FRET. �d� The intensity of donor fluorophore
increases after acceptor bleaching. �e� The region of autofluroesence
appears to survive the irradiation, although the nonautofluorescent
region is much dimmer. �f� MUGLE analysis of the postquench sample
confirms that there is now only one peak. �g� The prebleach and �h�
postbleach segmented images are also shown.
place, the apparent lifetime of the background AF can be

January/February 2008 � Vol. 13�1�4
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imilar in distribution to one of the lifetimes of interest. Even
n this case, it is often possible to separate the contributions of
he lifetime due to FRET lifetime and the AF.

As an initial proof of principle, postmortem human cortical
ections from the temporal lobe of an Alzheimer patient �Fig.
�a�� were immunolabeled with A488, using the N-tau anti-
ody. Cy3 was then added via a tertiary antibody, to ensure
RET. The lifetime of the A488 in the absence of Cy3 was
btained from cells stained with donor alone, using MUGLE,
nd found to be 1890 ps �Data not shown�. A biexponential fit
as performed using SPCImage with the longer lifetime ��2�
xed at this value. The distribution of �1 �Fig. 3�b��, which
ontains the FRET quenched lifetime, was then analyzed us-
ng MUGLE �Fig. 3�c��. As can be seen, two peaks in the
ifetime distribution can be fit. The sample was then donor
equenched by photobleaching the acceptor fluorophore by
epeatedly scanning the sample with 543-nm light at high in-
ensity until Cy3 was no longer visible; A488 increased in
ntensity due to dequenching �Fig. 3�d��. The brightness of the
reen/cyan-colored pixels clearly decreased �Fig. 3�e�� and
UGLE analysis shows that one of the peaks disappears �Fig.

�f�� while the other survives, albeit with a slightly lower
ean value and narrower Gaussian. This experiment was

aken to confirm that the two peaks represent those pixels that
re contaminated with autofluorescence and exogenous fluo-
ophore exhibiting FRET, respectively. Photobleaching the ac-
eptor removes the FRET component and does not affect the
utofluorescence. The cause of the slight shortening of the
utofluorescent peak is most likely because those pixels con-
ain a mixture of both autofluorescence and fluorophore be-
ore bleaching. The red pixels in the segmentation shown in
ig. 3�g� closely match the spatial distribution of the remain-

ng fluorescence in Fig. 3�h�, thereby validating our method
urther.

In a second and more challenging experiment, similar sec-
ions �Fig. 4�a�� were immunolabeled with A488, using N-tau;
nd Cy3, using Alz50 �see Methods in Sec. 2�. Alz50 is be-
ieved to be a conformation-specific antibody that recognizes
au only when it is folded, such that the microtubule binding
omain �aa312-342� comes into close proximity with the
-terminal. We hypothesized that fluorophores attached to
lz50 and an N-terminal epitope �amino acids 2-13� would be

lose enough to support FRET if this interpretation of Alz50
onformational specificity is correct. If so, we predicted that
488 would interact with the Cy3, as they are both attached

o the tau protein when tau is folded in such a way as it can
ggregate to form a tangle.

The lifetime distribution seems to result from two overlap-
ing Gaussians �Fig. 4�c��, one of which can be characterized
s 312�60 ps, and the other as 451�108 ps �R2=0.96�. A
S test of the data shows that it does not originate from a

ingle normal distribution �P	4e-4�. By segmenting the tau
angle based on the most likely distribution that each pixel
riginates from �Fig. 4�d��, we see that the slightly shorter-
ived Gaussian mainly originates from the AF on the left of
he neuron and the two small inclusions shown with arrows,
s confirmed by visual inspection of the cell using wide-field
icroscopy. The segmentation can then be used to mask the
F from the original image �Fig. 4�e��. We propose that this

ethod allows us to accurately extract the correct FRET life-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 014008-
time from the experiment in spite of the fact that it is con-
founded by AF.

3.4 Use of Goodness-of-Fit-Based Filtering to
Establish the Presence of Fluorescence
Energy Transfer

The presence of AF not only confounds the accurate measure-
ment of lifetimes but also makes it difficult to show that a
particular FRET interaction is taking place. AF masquerading
as exogenous fluorphores with shortened lifetimes due to
FRET sometimes make negative controls appear frustratingly
similar to experimental samples, even when no acceptor is
present. Figure 5 depicts �r

2 filtering of the same dataset used
in Fig. 4. The results of a monoexponential fit is shown in Fig.
4�a�, with the associated �r

2 �Fig. 3�b��. The scale is com-
pressed to show the contrast between 1	�r

2	5. The same
three autofluorescent aggregates that were previously seen in
Fig. 4 can be seen as regions of relatively high �r

2. Two pixels
of interest are marked D and E in Fig. 5�b�. A cutoff of �r

2

=2 was selected empirically to give the best balance between
elimination of AF and preservation of nonperturbed pixels and
then consistently applied across all samples. The result of this
filtration can be seen in Fig. 4�c�, which shows the shorter
component of the biexponential fit after the �r

2 mask was ap-
plied. For closer comparison, the time courses of nonautofluo-
rescent and autofluorescent �Figs. 5�d� and 5�e�, labeled D and
E in Fig. 5�b��, pixels are shown. We can see that even in the
case of a sample that is expected to exhibit FRET, the mo-
noexponential fit performed by SPCImage yields a reasonably
low �r

2=1.52, compared to the autofluorscent pixel ��r
2

=6.88�. It seems that the autofluorescent aggregate exhibits a
highly nonexponential decay, which fits very poorly. In con-
trast, if we apply a biexponential model, very little contrast is
observed ��r

2=1.17 for pixel D, �r
2=1.3 for pixel E� �data not

shown�.
Multiple cells �n=5 from three sections� were analyzed in

this fashion, with the same number of negative controls con-
sisting of cells labeled only with donor fluorophore, and posi-
tive controls in which the donor was immunolabeled with the
acceptor via a tertiary antibody. The average A1% as given by
SPCImage �Fig. 6� fails to show significance between experi-
mental condition and negative control �P=0.65�. After filter-
ing, statistical significance between experimental and negative
control is achieved �P=0.02�. It is clear that the improvement
is mostly due to the reduction in the mean value and variabil-
ity of A1% for the negative control. Goodness-of-fit filtering
allows statistical significance to be achieved for this low value
of N �Fig. 6�

4 Discussion
The data here show that tau protein in intracellular tangles in
AD can be immunolabeled using N-tau and the conformation-
ally dependent antibody, Alz50. Alz50 recognizes a discon-
tinuous epitope on the tau molecule and therefore has been
suggested to bind only when the protein is in a specific con-
formation, which happens during tangle formation.28 It is
therefore possible to categorically show the presence or ab-
sence of a particular conformation using FLIM microscopy in

aged human brain tissue. Further, the use of FLIM to detect
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ntermolecular distance is well established.29 With the accu-
ate measurement of changes in lifetime due to FRET, studies
f differences in protein conformation or protein interactions
ecome easier and more reliable.

The two techniques presented here both concern the mask-
ng of AF in FRET/FLIM studies using exogenous fluoro-
hores or FPs; however, they have two slightly different ap-
lications. The MUGLE technique is solely concerned with
ccurately measuring the lifetime of a sample in the presence
f AF and could also be used to separate multiple, spatially
egregated lifetimes within a sample, for example, if FRET
fficiency was greater in one cellular compartment than in
nother.

The probabilistic segmentation of the image allows us to
roduce a quantized image of the spatial distributions of
opulations of fluorophores based on their lifetimes, again
rovided that those lifetimes are well represented by discrete

ig. 4 �a� A neurofibrillary tangle in a neuron, immunolabeled with
488 �N-term� and Cy3 �Alz50�. �b� The shorter component of a biex-
onential fit contains Gaussians from the FRET lifetime and autofluo-
escence. Three moderate-sized autofluorescent aggregates �lipofus-
in, an endogenous fluorophore� are indicated with arrows. The
nquenched lifetime was fixed ��=1890 ps�. �c� MUGLE analysis as-
umes two closely overlapping distributions. �d� The image is seg-
ented based on the probability distributions, and the red distribution

onforms well to the locations of the autofluorescence as verified
hrough visual inspection. �e� The autofluorescence spatial distribu-
ion was used to make a mask and eliminate pixels from the original
ntensity image that corresponds to autofluorescence.
eaks.

ournal of Biomedical Optics 014008-
MUGLE does not enhance the resolution of FLIM micros-
copy per-se, but allows spatially segregated components to be
separated even if the distributions overlap. Presently, data of
this type are often analyzed by attempting to manually select
limits on either side of peaks in the lifetime distribution. This
technique is highly subjective and biased if the peaks overlap,
leading to poor estimates of FRET efficiency. MUGLE offers
the advantage of being objectively based on a numerical tech-
nique that minimizes to a single result and is therefore less
prone to user influence. As our numerical simulations show,
however, there is still a larger level of uncertainty in cases
where the Gaussians overlap due to larger errors, although the
mean values over several experimental samples are expected
to be accurate. These observations taken together suggest that
if, for example, we extended the pilot study of tau conforma-
tion to compare animals at different ages, and tried to com-
pare FRET efficiencies, we might find that higher values of n
were required if the Gaussians overlap than if they did not.

The companion technique, goodness-of-fit filtering, pro-
vides a mechanism for improving the effective signal to noise
in a FLIM measurement by disregarding the pixels that are
contaminated with AF. By directly identifying the pixels that
contain AF, there is no requirement that the lifetimes fall into
separable distribution and no need to establish the identity of
the distributions using donor dequenching. In summary,

Fig. 5 An example of goodness-of-fit filtering. �a� The same sample
used in Fig. 4 was fit pixel-wise with a monoexponential. �b� The
associated �r

2 map shows that the previously identified regions of AF
have markedly higher �r

2 than non-AF regions. A value of �r
2 was

chosen that best eliminated the AF pixels while preserving the non-AF
pixels by comparison with visual inspection using wide-field micros-
copy. �c� This mask was then applied to the biexponential fitted data
to retrieve more accurate values of A1% and �1. The decay curves for
�d� a non-AF and �e� AF pixel are shown to show how the strongly
nonexponential decay of the AF pixels leads to high �r

2.
goodness-of-fit filtering allows us to establish the existence of
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RET, while MUGLE extracts lifetime distributions. The two
echniques could be used in tandem by initially demonstrating
he existence of FRET interaction using goodness-of-fit filter-
ng, with MUGLE used to better quantify the FRET effi-
iency. Alternatively, the two independent techniques can be
sed to separately measure the spatial location of AF aggre-
ates, thereby adding confidence that MUGLE was being
sed to correctly segregate lifetimes in cases where the distri-
ution cannot be shown to be non-normal using a KS test. It is
orth noting that in our use of MUGLE, the dataset was

hown to be non-normal using the KS test, thereby validating
he fitting of more than one Gaussian without the aid of
oodness-of-fit filtering. MUGLE can also be used to extract
ultiple average lifetimes from spatially segregated popula-

ions of fluorophores with different lifetimes due to protein
nteraction or conformation differences. In this case,
oodness-of-fit filtering could be used to mask out likely AF
ignals and make the distributions easier to fit. The results can
e used to segment the image and compare the locations of
opulations with the locations of cellular compartments.

As of yet, attempts at generating reliable lifetime data in
hole animal brain have been challenging, owing to AF.
hese techniques could potentially be applied to in-vivo
LIM. It may be possible to observe protein interactions in

he intact functioning brain and assess the conformational dif-
erences between isoforms of proteins that are important to
eurodegenerative and other diseases.

Since both techniques are postprocessing segmentation
ools, when used to account for AF as a confound, they nec-
ssarily involve discarding the pixels that contain AF to im-

ig. 6 Goodness-of-fit filtering allows apparent percentage of interact-
ng molecules in the negative control data for tau conformationally
RET experiments inside aged human brain slices. The apparent per-
entage of interacting molecules �A1% � as defined by the percentage
ontribution of the shorter lifetime component is shown for the fol-
owing conditions. The leftmost bar shows A1% for the experimental
ondition, in which A488 �N-term� is expected to FRET when tau is
ggregated with Cy3 �epitope 50�. The second bar is a �+�ve control,
here the A488-N-term antibody is directly immunolabelled with
y3. The two bars on the right are the �−�ve control prior to goodness-
f-fit filtering and after filtering. Stars are shown above bars that are
ignificantly different in the experimental condition. �P=0.63 for un-
ltered, P=0.02 for filtered�. Goodness-of-fit filtering allows statistical
ignificance to be achieved for this dataset in a setting where noise
rom autofluorescence would otherwise preclude detecting FRET.
rove the overall quality of the data. To avoid discarding in-

ournal of Biomedical Optics 014008-
formation, account of AF would have to be taken at the
analysis or preprocessing stage. Since the simple exponential
function is a poor representation of the decay profile of
autofluorescence,16 performing a triexponential fit does not
account for AF well. In addition, multiexponential fitting is an
ill-posed problem, meaning that it becomes increasingly dif-
ficult to arrive at a single answer with any confidence as the
number of fitting parameters increases. A solution to this
problem would involve a data preprocessing step that does not
rely on curve fitting.

5 Conclusion
MUGLE offers a method of postprocessing for FLIM data
that allows more quantitative measurements of lifetimes, es-
pecially in the presence of confounds like AF. MUGLE may
also be useful in situations where spatially segregated fluoro-
phores of different lifetimes exist or when proteins interact
with varying closeness in different cellular compartments. A
limitation of the approach is that while it is possible to sepa-
rate fluorophores by their lifetime means and widths, the iden-
tification of the fluorophore can only be done by comparing
the segmented image with the original or by imaging the cell
using different combinations of excitation and emission fil-
ters, in an attempt to identify the populations. With that in
mind, we also propose that AF can be filtered out due to its
comparatively poor fit to the monoexponential decay model.
We show that through elimination of AF, we achieve statisti-
cal significance between negative controls and experimental
samples where it could not be achieved without filtering.
These two techniques may be used separately or together to
help elucidate FLIM data that are otherwise difficult to inter-
pret.
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